Important Information for Physical and Psychological Exams

For physicals and drug screens (L2 form), please contact either *Doctor’s Clinic* (6 locations in Houston) or *Concentra Medical* (11 locations in Houston). You may obtain locations, phone numbers, and hours of operation by googling either entity.

For psychological examinations (L3 form), please contact one of the following:

1. **Dr. Seth Patrick**  281-444-4620
2. **Dr. Ryan Hart**    281-488-5515
3. **Dr. Stan Smoot**   713-661-1485
4. **Dr. Jim Whitley**  713-825-7871

**NOTE:** The above clinics/physicians/psychologists do NOT work for the Lone Star College System and are independents. They do all however routinely test peace officer applicants in compliance with TCOLE standards.